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SJCC BOARD OF DIRECTORS ATTENDANCE RECORD 2019
2019 Meeting Dates
Joined
Board Term 1/29/19 2/26/19 3/26/19 4/30/19 5/28/19 6/25/19 7/30/19 8/27/19 9/24/19 10/29/19 11/26/19 12/31/19
Member Name
Baskett, Mike
2018
P
P
P
P
P
P
Cortez, Ismael
2011
AU
AU
P
AE
AE
AU
Maldonado, Alvin
2011
AE
AE
P
AE
AE
AE
Medina, Esgardo
2018
P
P
P
P
P
P
Mills, Mary
2010
P
AU
AE
AE
P
P
Place, Rod
2010
P
P
AE
P
P
P
Sandoval, Luz Maria
2013
P
P
P
P
P
P
Seng, Bradley (non-Voting Member) 2019
P
P
AE
P
P
P
Shelton, Beth
2012
P
P
P
P
P
Resigned 6/19/19
Yonemoto, Alicia
2014
P
P
P
P
P
P
CODE P = Present
Code AE = Absence Excused
CODE AU = Absence Unexcused
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Finance Committee
July 30, 2019, 4:00 p.m.
SJGH, Conference Room 1
Agenda
I.

4:00 – Call to order

Rod Place, Chair

II.

4:02 – Approval of Minutes from 6/25/19

Rod Place, Chair

III.

4:05 – Introductions

Rod Place, Chair

IV.

4:10 – Old Business
a. Follow up on issues from prior meetings
i. Aging format
ii. Processing of Cr Balances
iii. Processing of RAs
iv. Explanation of May Allowances

Art Feagles, Interim FQHC CFO

V.

4:20 – Discussion of Financial Statement
Presentation and Annual Calendar

Brian Watkins, FQHC Finance Director

VI.

4:30 – Accounts Receivables Status

Mary Esteban / Lynn Kelly

VII.

4:45 – Update on Reboot Initiatives

Dr. Farhan Fadoo, ACS CEO
Brian Watkins, FQHC Finance Director

VIII.

4:55 – Other

IX.

5:00 – Adjournment

Rod Place, Chair

Next Meeting: August 27, 2019 at 4:00 p.m.

Note: If you need disability-related modification or accommodation to participate in this meeting, please contact Ambulatory Care Services at (209) 4686757 or (209) 468-6372 at least 48 hours prior to the start of the meeting. Government Code Section 54954.2(a). Materials related to an item on this
agenda submitted to the Community Board after distribution of the agenda packet are available for public inspection by contacting Ambulatory Care
Services at 500 W. Hospital Road, French Camp, CA during normal business hours.

San Joaquin County Clinics (SJCC) Finance Committee
Minutes of June 25, 2019 Meeting
San Joaquin General Hospital (SJGH)
Conference Room 1A&B
French Camp, CA
Present
Rod Place (SJCC Chair); Luz Maria Sandoval (SJCC Treasurer); Bradley Seng; Art Feagles (SJCC Interim
CFO, WIPFLI, LLP); David Culberson (SJGH CEO); Greg Diederich (HCS Director); Dr. Farhan Fadoo
(SJCC Executive, Director); Erin Franklin (Director Clinical Informatics); John Hardman (FQHC Accountant
III); Lynn Kelly (Deputy Director Patient Financial Services); Isela Kloeppel (Director Operations
Excellence); Mark Smith (SJGH Director of Finance); Mary Esteban (Patient Financial Services Consultant);
Monica Nino (SJ County Administrator); Alice Souligne (Clinic Services Coordinator); Adelé Gribble (ACS
Office Tech Coordinator)
I.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Mr. Rod Place at 4:07 p.m.

II.

Introductions
There were no guests or new attendees to introduce.

III.

May 2019 Financial Statements (Art Feagles)
Mr. Art Feagles started his presentation off by asking if anyone had any questions or comments on
the documents distributed. The May 2019 and Year to Date Financial Statement Comments are
attached to his report and all information is available in this report. Some additional information has
come to Art as to why we have an unusual month in terms of the Net Revenue; attributable to the fact
we have an adjustment in the contractual allowances that have been taken previously in the year. He
has details but has not studied it so does not know which payers were out of line.
He expects the allowances barring some other historical transactions, will return more to the 50%
range. He will note the corrections summarized last month and finally posted at the location level and
back into the original transaction month resulted in a distribution of the payer charges in essentially
the same categories and the amounts as last month. You want to be aware of the trend and note that
if those percentages change from month to month as it is not likely there would be a dramatic shift in
payer categories unless you knew why in advance. It could be a lot of things such as changing the
charge master, taking on new populations, making new contracts for Advantage Medicare, which
would change those ratios but they would have to be dramatic.
Monica Nino asked for clarification of the statement in the Financial Statement Comments as follows:
“The monthly average for the allowances has been over -$1 million…” To her this means on average
this has been over $1 million but now we are showing $166,000.
Art stated the trended report lays it out visually. You can see what is happening month to month. In
July the original contractual allowances were $312,163, is the wrong way. He is not sure what
happened in that month, it is extremely atypical. As the months progress you see it is well over $1
million and the percentage of contractual gross charges got as high as 67%. That number then
dropped and in May it went in the other direction back to $366,813. That is not probably realistic but
the reason for that is because they adjusted the prior months. He has said consistently it should be
around 50% because he knows what the charge master is, what the average value of a ticket is and
he knows what the allowance amounts from our payers are (predicable because we are paid a flat
rate for every encounter for both Medicare and Medi-Cal).
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Art stated because we have contract agreements with certain payers, we will not get the gross charge
amount. As an FQHC we have agreed to reduce uninsured qualifying patients. This is a form of a
contract writing off the difference. Ideally you would write this off during the month the charge was
created. The system does not work like that here. It would be a closer correlation to a month of charge
and month of allowances but the net effect over time is essentially the same; you wind up with a lower
amount than billed.
Ms. Nino stated the Income Statement (below) and the Consolidated Income Statement (above) do
not match and asked for clarification of the amounts reflected.
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John Hardman stated the income statement is where the other allowance of $200 thousand which is
a separate line on the consolidated income statement. You take the allowances of $200 thousand
with the debit contractual adjustment.
Rod Place asked why there is an amount of $366 thousand to the positive instead of a million. Mark
Smith advised with respect to what happened in the month, there was a change in methodology to
pull the revenue numbers. We had another report where we could attest to the numbers. This
impacted the period of July through January because of the change in how we came up with the gross
revenue numbers came into effect in February. As a result, when we ran the report, things changed
dramatically. He shared this earlier today with Art (late). Previously, overall, for that six-month period,
$16.5 million in gross revenue. With the change and how we derive our revenues, it is down to $15.5
million. When you look at those there are three payer classes and three different clinics that account
for all these changes. The three payers are Medicare ($1.5 million sway in that six months); Medi-Cal
(swung $959,00 from what was previously reported) and the last was insurance which swung a
negative $3.5. We had a change in the total revenues, change in payer. The contractual piece is
basically billable visits times rates which is what caused the impact big switch. The way accounting
works is we don’t go back restate prior months; once it is done it is done, you run it all in the current
month.
Rod stated Chris Roberts had put together a report for PRIME dollars and asked if the committee will
continue seeing this for this fiscal year. David Culberson stated we have not incorporated this
historically. Going forward, the FQHC will continue to report the values of PRIME and it was presented
to the Executive Committee last week. Roughly 83% of $15.3 million are attributed to the FQHC
outpatient activities. Rod would like to see now that we are about to end our fiscal year, a report that
shows the PRIME dollars as well that Monica Nino can present to the Board of Supervisors. He
recommended something that can be ran every six months that will reflect whatever will be replacing
PRIME. Rod stated he understands variances but a swing this far seems a bit extreme. To see a
total of $1.1 million swing, something is not reporting correctly. How does the FQHC CFO get more
insight or control?
Lynn Kelly advised Finance has formed a committee and they are all looking at variances and how all
the dollars are being mapped. They are now going into the PWPM and meeting weekly. This is a
work in progress to make the numbers more consistent. Lynn advised Chris Roberts is the one who
initiated this committee. There are certain funds going to the wrong GO accounts. Chris wants this
reconciled and corrected. Lynn advised they are making great strides and improvements.
Mary Esteban advised PWPM has a map they can follow. They know it is working as designed and
they can now start to see the mis-mapping and anything they are missing. This will be a consistent
meeting going forward. Rod asked if he could have an update on this meeting each month
(approximately 3 minutes) so that the Finance Committee is appraised. This topic will be added to the
agenda going forward. He would like to ensure this committee can assist wherever possible.
Rod stated he noticed Art still needed more clarity into why something was allocated a certain way
leading him to believe Art is still not getting all the breakdown of the detail he needs. He would like to
know what it is he is missing to be able to answer some of the questions this board asks of him. Art
stated he cannot tell the committee what transactions said in what payer or what contractual caused
these changes. He has looked at the worksheets and he can see clearly the YTD gross charges for
all these processes changed very little so obviously it is something on the allowance side that wasn’t
mapped correctly. He needs someone to explain it to him. He anticipated before this would be the
outcome but does not know specific payers or what period was causing it. John advised PWPM is not
an accounting software program, all the reports are text based and they must convert the documents.
Art and John will get together to go over the reason for the changes that Art does not understand.
IV.

Accounts Receivables Status (Mary Esteban/Lynn Kelly)
Ms. Lynn Kelly stared out with the Key Performance Indicators (KPI). Our Cash Collections for the
month of May was $979,942. Our A/R days are currently at 80, which is slightly lower than prior
months.
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Monica Nino asked how we know how old some of these numbers are. Lynn advised they took their
aging accounts which is about 6 million and wanted to show the different types of insurance billed at
the clinic level and split them up by aging from 90 and over and 120 and over (see below chart).
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In reviewing this, she was surprised at how much clean-up they had to do. A lot of insurances were
actually paid and they needed to determine whether it was underpaid or not. Because they hadn’t
been touched right away, they fell into an aging bucket. She also noticed some accounts with lack of
authorization or the eligibility was incorrect so they are fixing those. She believes there will be an
improvement in the aging report for fiscal year end.
Isela Kloeppel stated we don’t have a fee for service in the FQHC so why we would have dollars there
when we get capitation. She asked if we will be adjusting this accordingly to zero. Lynn stated this
should be adjusted if we get the capitation. Isela stated the set up for that should be it gets adjusted
once the payer receives it, we get a return. Lynn will ensure this is updated.
Lynn advised we have received payments on the Medicare and Medi-Cals. We have had some
opportunities with commercial accounts. We don’t have any contracts with most of these so our
expectation is 100% payment but at the very least, 84% of payment.
Rod stated his big concern is the column that states, “Aging over 120 days”. We have no idea where
this is at. Is this at the six-month, nine-month? There are critical decisions that need to be made
regarding this. He would look at the two biggest ones, look at how old they are since it would be a
waste of employees’ time to be working on the eleventh month ones. He would like to see us
concentrate on the earliest ones instead of the older ones, making a business decision on what is
better to go after. Lynn stated the prediction for the Medi-Cal is we need to do this now so we can get
the 50% payment which is why she has prioritized it with her staff.
Lynn advised these claims have already been sent out. Some of them have a balance with a payment
and adjustment or some of them have a balance of adjustment/adjustment. In the billing world when
you see that you either call the insurance company and find out what is going on or you fix the
adjustments appropriately. There could have been a denial, etc.
Monica Nino advised the way FQHCs operate, they are meant to break even within a twelve-month
period. For us to be in year four and year five, what we are seeing is troubling. Art advised when one
looks at the aging report, it doesn’t tell you what the A/R is under thirty days. This is more typical
because the payers are generally very fast. Lynn advised they are on track to get everything resolved
this week so they are not constantly doing clean up. Mary Esteban stated the team works in tandem
on the current rejections and the cleaning. It is not as if the rejected encounters are put aside so they
can focus on the cleaning.
Lynn mentioned one of the subjects that arose is the possibility of an outside agency or vendor that
can do the FQHC billing on a proprietary system rather than PWPM. She believes this might be the
solution.
V.

Other
There were no other items to discuss.

VI.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 5:01 p.m.

Attachments:

Financial Statement Comments (May 2019 and YTD)
Income Statement (May 31, 2019)
Variance Analysis FY2018-2019
Consolidated Income Statement Trended (FY 2018-2019)
PFS Key Performance Indicators (June 2018 through May 2019)
PFS Reimbursement Analysis for A/R Aging
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San Joaquin General Hospital/P. O. Box 1020 • Stockton • CA 95201
(209) 468-6000

Date:
To:
From:
Re:

Monday July 22, 2019
SJCC Board of Directors
Marilyn Kelly, Deputy Director of Finance for PFS
Key Performance Indicators for June 2019

PFS KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Target

01/31/19

02/28/19

03/31/19

04/30/19

05/31/19

Actual

$666,856

$381,233

$8,390,462
85.4

06/30/19

$922,867

$1,475,854

$1,092,077

$679,132

$9,225,237

$9,309,278

$8,941,430

$8,758,094

$8,383,872

96.8

89.1

81.7

80.0

86.8

SJCC Business Office

Cash Collections
Gross AR
Gross AR Days (90-day average)

66.5

Average Daily Revenue (90-day average)
Wrap AR

$98,306

$95,287

$104,481

$109,415

$109,495

$96,637

$3,861,192

$4,560,197

$4,305,680

$3,970,583

$3,623,201

$3,873,599

$4,665,039

$5,003,598

$4,970,848

$5,134,893

$4,510,273

Net AR
AR over 90 Days

$3,868,357

$4,745,853

$5,761,685

$6,082,044

$6,057,956

$5,855,897

AR over 120 Days

$3,106,051

$4,012,694

$4,974,454

$5,549,792

$5,508,721

$5,323,904

$202,897

$190,885

$194,270

$184,942

$235,387

$321,981

Credit Balances over 60 days

$95,488

$128,069

$134,392

$120,845

$173,745

$260,155

Credit Balances over 150 days

$78,189

$115,726

$127,589

$108,157

$157,138

$252,113

Total Number of claims for month

19,337

23,081

23,869

23,285

16,410

15,994

Total Number of clean claims for month

19,039

22,719

23,506

23,018

15,693

12,134

Total Number of claim errors for month

298

362

363

267

717

3,860

98%

98%

98%

99%

96%

76%

Credit Balance Total

Clean Claims from TriZetto & ClaimRemedi

•
•
•
•

>85%

Cash collections was lower than prior months, as the MediCal funded fee-for-service program scheduled
for the second to last warrant date of the fiscal year held check writes and payments.
Gross A/R remains steady, with a slight downward trend on aging categories 90-120 A/R days.
Credit Balances are still inflated due to posting errors and we are working on this clean up after follow-up
duties.
Clean claims percentages dropped by 20% because we received 3,943 Manteca claims that were rejected
(internally) through our claim’s scrubber TriZetto for service dates 3/2018 to current. MediCal had the
wrong address. This has been fixed and tested and we are waiting for Cerner PWPM to give us the goahead to push out these claims.
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INITIAL APPOINTMENTS
JULY 2019

The following practitioners have applied for membership and privileges at San Joaquin General Hospital The following summary includes factors that determine membership: licensure, DEA, professional liability insurance, required
certifications (if applicable), etc. Factors that determine competency include medical/professional education, internship/residencies/fellowships, board certification (if applicable), current and previous hospital and other institutional
affiliations, physical and mental health status, peer references, and past or pending professional disciplinary action. The applicants meet the requirements for membership unless noted below.

Specialty/
Assigned
Div/Dept

Membership
Request
Name
Initial
** Ramona Bahnam, MD

Family Medicine

Graduated: St. George's Univ.: 2016
Residency: SJGH: 2019
Board: Not Board Certified

Y

Dr. Jafri

Provisional

Dept: 07/02/19
Cred: 07/02/19
Mec: 07/16/19

Initial

** Jackline Grace, MD

Family Medicine

Graduated: Ross University.: 2014
Residency: SJGH: 2019
Board: Not Board Certified

Y

Dr. Jafri

Provisional

Dept: 07/02/19
Cred: 07/02/19
Mec: 07/16/19

Initial

Dherain Patel, MD

Family Medicine

Graduated: St. George's Univ.: 2016
Internship: SJGH: 2017
Residency: SJGH: 2019
Board: Not Board Certified

Y

Dr. Jafri

Provisional

Dept: 07/02/19
Cred: 07/02/19
Mec: 07/16/19

Initial

Timothy Nardine, MD

OB/GYN

Graduated: Univ. of Wisconsin: 2009
Masters:Univ. of Wisconsin: 2012
Residency: Loyola University: 2013
Residency: Univ. of Toledo: 2016
Board: Not Board Certified

Y

Dr. Lim

Provisional

Dept: 07/02/19
Cred: 07/02/19
Mec: 07/16/19

Initial

** Kathryn M. Roberts, CNM

OB/GYN

Vanderbilt University School of Nursing: 2013

Y

Dr. Lim

Provisional

Dept: 07/12/19
Cred: 07/02/19
Mec: 07/16/19

Initial

** Annie Thor, CNM

OB/GYN

Marquette University: 2016

Y

Dr. Lim

Provisional

Dept: 07/12/19
Cred: 07/02/19
Mec: 07/16/19

**Temporary Privileges

Competency / Privilege Review

Proctoring
Required

Proctor

Rec Status/Term

Recommend

REAPPOINTMENTS
JULY 2019
The following practitioners have applied for reappointment to the Medical Staff of San Joaquin General Hospital. This summary includes factors that determine membership: licensure, DEA,
professional liability insurance, hospital affiliations, etc. Qualitative/quantitative factors include ongoing performance evaluation which includes data from peer review, quality performance, clinical
activity, privileges, competence, technical skill, behavior, health status, medical records, blood review, medication usage, litigation history, utilization and continuity of care. affiliations, physical and
mental health status, peer references, and past or pending professional disciplinary action. All the applicants privilege request commensurate with training, experience and current competence unless
noted below.

Membership
Request
Reappointment

Name
Soujanya Sodavarapu, MD

Reappointment

Mandana Motameni, CNM

Action
Taken/Rec.
Specialty/
Quantitative/Qualitative Factors Request for Privileges Exceptions
Assigned Div/Dept
and/or Privilege Change
for Cause
Internal Med
PMC

Mid Wife
OB/GYN

Requirements for Active Staff met

None

Requirements for AHP staff met

None

Rec. Staff
Category/Reappoint
Period
Active
9/2019 to 9/2021

Recommend
Dept: 07/02/19
Cred: 07/02/19
MEC: 07/16/19

08/2019 to 08/2021 Dept: 07/05/19
Cred: 07/02/19
MEC: 07/16/19

The following practitioners are being advanced to their requested staff status to the Medical Staff of San Joaquin General Hospital. This summary includes factors that determine
membership: licensure, DEA, professional liability insurance, hospital affiliations, etc. Qualitative/quantitative factors include ongoing performance evaluation which includes data from
peer review, quality performance, clinical activity, privileges, competence, technical skill, behavior, health status, medical records, blood review, medication usage, litigation history,
utilization and continuity of care.

Name
Helena Okhotin, MD

Specialty/Assigned Div/Dept

Current Category of
Membership

Reason

Family Medicine

Provisional

Recommended Category
Active

Proctoring Completed

Recommend
Dept: 07/02/2019
Cred: 07/02/2019
MEC: 07/16/2019

Patricia Manuse, LCSW

License Clinical Worker
Family Medicine

Provisional

Allied Health Professional

Proctoring Complete

Dept: 07/05/19
Cred: 07/02/19
Mec: 08/13/19

Rachel Ruskin, MD

OB/GYN
UC Davis

Provisional

Active

Proctoring Done By
Proxy

Dept: 07/02/2019
Cred: 07/02/2019
MEC: 07/16/2019

Progress/Achievements – First 60 Days
•
•
•
•

Cleared all HRSA conditions/findings from November 2018 OSV
Secured NCQA PCMH recognition for 5 of 8 sites
HR Tabletop Exercise – 135 of 450 staff identified to be moved
Productivity Brute-Force Increase (2.09 May, 2.33 June) in highest volume clinic (PMC) 11 docs – translates
to net add of 105 encounters/week (roughly additional $20k revenue/week in that clinic alone)
• Brute-Force approach to scale to remaining 7 sites
• Longer-term sustainability access model in the works (to decrease no-show, non-utilization rate)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Clinic Financial Proforma – Concept/Design of Line-Item Inventory
Onboard FQ Finance Director
RCM outsource due diligence
Marketing plan – Google, Marketing SOW, Community Health Fair kickoff, Manteca Open House
Strategic planning sessions launched (9/6 HRSA due date)
Contracts Review – Eliminate poor performing agreements, create visible controls and discipline around
contracts management (e.g. HCS SST $250k/yr, PHS SST $208k/yr, HCIN $30k/qtr, Stanford Teleneuro
$14,500/mo.)
• Payer Contracts Optimization – Grow Medicare Advantage in payer mix (Medcore contract), expand market
share
• Wipfli strategy session – July 25th
• 340b scoping
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Board Member Strategic Planning Activity

A key component of the SJCC Strategic Plan is Board Governance. As part of our
strategic planning work, building a vital, strong Board of Directors is a critical
component of our transformation.
Outlined below are a variety of actions we’ve identified could assist the Board members
in achieving the above-mentioned strategy. Please select the top 4 (four) activities you
believe would be most influential to building a vital, strong Board of Directors:

1. Create an onboarding program for new board members
2. Coordinate a series of off-site training and educational programs for the board
members
3. Coordinate a series of on-site training and educational programs for the board
4. Coordinate a series of on-line training and educational programs for the board
5. Invite a select number of board members to attend "Board member boot camp"
annually
6. Develop a board recruitment plan
7. Identify board members who can participate in community events and spread
the word about SJCC
8. Develop a marketing strategy, with a budget, to recruit new board members
9. Create new opportunities for board members to participate in SJCC onsite
activities
10. Connect our board members with other FQHC board members to begin building
relationships/network to exchange ideas/questions/success stories in the future
11. Schedule an operational “meet and greet” to familiarize the board with key
members of the staff
12. Schedule a special session to review contents of HRSA manual

